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IV.-ON

THE SO-CALLED GENITIVE ABSOLUTE
AND ITS USE ESPECIALLY IN THE
ATTIC ORATORS.

In the general active study of Indo-European grammar during
this century the cases have not failed to receive due attention,and
much has been brought forward that has been of value. The
comparative study of both form and use in the several members
of the family could not but be fruitfulin good results, and of great
aid in the proper understanding of this important section of
grammar. Of theories concerning the cases we have in the main
two: the localistic, and the anti-localistic. According to the former
the genitive is the case whence, the dative the case where, and the
accusative the case whither. Nothing could seem more natural,
and so, although there were points in which this theory halted,
especially the genitive in Latin, it found supporters from very
early times. In the present century its most importantchampions
were Hartung, Willner, Michelsen, and R. Kiihner in the first
edition of his 'Ausfihrliche Grammatik,'and it met with but little
active opposition until in 1844 Th. Rumpel wrote his excellent
work, 'Die Casuslehre' (Halle, 1844), viewing the subject from
the standpoint of Greek and Latin alone. In a very able manner
some of the wrong tendencies in the study of language are here
set forth, e.g. the application of logical categories to language, and
the determinationof grammatical relations by the materialsignification of words, or by a translation,be it into Latin, German, or
any other language. The localistic theory is overthrown as an
outgrowth of such evil tendencies; and that his arguments were
convincing we see quite plainly from the fact that Kiihner, in the
second edition of his grammar, retracted what he had said and
accepted Rumpel's views.
The genitive is defined by the latter (p. I96), 'Der Genitiv ist
der Casus der auf sein Besonderes bezogenen Allgemeinheit, der
ein Substantiv als sein Besonderes bestimmenden Allgemeinheit.'
While there was much that is true in what Rumpel said, it was
left for comparativephilology, with the aid of the Asiatic languages
of the family, to determine and show the true nature of that local
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element in the cases. The work had been begun by Bopp before
Rumpel's treatise appeared; the latter, however, based all his
conclusions on the internalstudy of the Greek and Latin languages
themselves. Since Rumpel's time the genitive has been shown,
especially by Delbriick, to be in Greek a mixed case which resulted
from the fusion of two original cases, the genitive and the ablative.
It was the presence of this ablative element which led to the
assumption that it is the 'whence' case. The pure genitive could
not have been used with prepositions; that the Greek genitive is
so used is due to the same ablative element. The genitive, then,
is an adnominal case (as Rumpel had it); and when as such it is
used with verbs, it depends on the noun idea in the verb: or it is
an abl. (local) case used with prepositions, verbs of separation,
etc. This side Rumpel did not recognize. So much must stand.
It is at times, however, difficult to decide to which of the two we
must refer certain uses, and the attempts to explain either the
origin of the I. E. genitive, or the real meaning of the ending, have
generally resulted in hypotheses of greater or less value, but only
as hypotheses.
Of the many interesting uses of this case in Greek, both as pure
genitive and as ablative, the following paper will be restricted to
that use according to which a noun in the genitive, with a participle
agreeing with it, may stand, in a sentence of which it is ordinarily
not the subject or object, in what may be termed an absolute way,
that is to say without any case dependence on any other word,
practically (though not really) the equivalent of a subordinate
clause, and expressing whatever relations the participle is capable
of expressing: time, cause, concession, condition. Strictly speaking
the constructionis only absolute in so far as the noun in the gen.
does not depend on any other word in the sentence, the whole
expression being as little absolute or independent as a subordinate
clause would be. The term absolute has, however, become
sanctionedby use, and will be accepted here; it furnishesa convenient
name for the construction,and there is really no more harm done
in keeping the word, provided we rememberits true meaning, than
there is in the retention of the names of some of the cases themselves. The phenomenon, broadly speaking, is not at all peculiar
to Greek, we have it in most I. E. languages, but other cases are
employed, accusative, dative, ablative and locative being so used.
A somewhat similar use we find in Hebrew. There is thus an
evident desire for a case expression of such relations, when they
are simple, without having recourse to a subordinate clause.
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The origin of this use of the case in Greek is one of those
things that can only be settled by conjecture. Some see in it the
Skt. locative appearing in Greek, and regard it as a proof of the
existence of such a locative element in the Greek genitive. It is
far more probable that it originated on Greek soil and was there
developed. In the earliest Greek poetry we find but few examples,
and these would seem to point to such an origin. That the
dependent pure genitive is not the one to which we must refer
this use is made likely by the following fact: being an adnominal
case, it was always felt as accompanying and depending upon
another noun; this relation was distinctly felt, and it is far less
probable that uncertainty as to the exact construction of such a
genitive gradually gave rise to the absolute use than that this is
due to some use not dependent on any noun in the sentence. To
me, after inclining for some time to the ablative side, the most
plausible view seems that which is advocated by Holzweissig in
his Syntax, and which refers it to the use of the genitive in expressions of time,1 as in

VVKrs,

a use which dates far back in I. E.

languages, being found in Vedic Skt. as well as in the earliest
Greek. By the use of a participle with such a gen., and the
gradual emphasis of the participialelement, the constructioncould
have been easily and naturally born. A number of the examples
in Homer involve expressions of time, as &rEosand e'vavrov.
Classen, in his 'Beobachtungen iiber den Homerischen Sprach1
Brugmann says in his recently published Griechische Grammatik (s. 105):
'Der "gen. absol." ist auf griechischem Boden in ganz ahnlicher Weise
entstanden wie der acc. cum inf. Der Gen. gehorte von Haus als echter oder
als ablativischer Gen. zum regierenden Verb (Vgl. z. B. 0 II8, 477, M 392),
schied dann aus dem Verband mit diesem aus und wurde als Subjekt zum Part.
gefiihlt. Die Konstruktion des gen. absol. war fertig, sobald sie sich zu solchen
Verba gesellte, von denen ein Gen. oder Abl. nicht abhiingen konnte (Vgl. z.
B. A 88). Vor dieselbe trat dann auch 6xC,ahnlich wie (are vor den acc. c.
inf.' In my essay on the Syntax of Pindar (p. cxii) I have said, ' The detachment must have been gradual, beginning probably with the gen. of the time
within which with the present and extending to the aorist, beginning with the
pure genitive and extending to the abl. genitive until it became phraseological
and lost to consciousness. The last step is taken when the subject is omitted.'
For many years I have taught that we are to start from the genitive of time
within which, but as it is impossible to escape the time after which, it seems
better to bring in the ablative element as a consequence of that differentiation
of present participle and aorist participle, which resulted in giving the latter
the notion of priority, which does not inhere in it. The notion of priority
given, the abl. element of the genitive would assert itself.-B. L. G.
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gebrauch,' has treated this subject at some length, and as he is the
only one who has attempted to give a full account of its origin,
others generally referring to him, and especially as the work he
attempts is, on the whole, very thoroughly done, it will be of interest
to discuss his theory at length. In his treatment of the participle,
Classen deplores the almost utterabsence of the Germanparticiple,
except as an attributive; an absence which causes German translations to lose in force and beauty, and often makes conceptions
inadequate or even utterly wrong. The English language has
fared better in this respect, and every English-speaking person
acquainted with the German language will agree with him. Any
treatment of the gen. abs., he rightly urges, must have in view the
nature of the participleand the relations it expresses. The germs
of the use he finds in those cases in which the relation of a
participle in the genitive agreeing with a noun is not clear because
it is found at some distance from it, or in which the noun is not
expressed at all. He gives examples: first like a I40, xapt(ovrl
(i. e. giving freely of the things at hand), and finds
7rapeovTov
fault with Ameis for telling the truth in saying that it is a partitive
genitive.

Again, with prepositions:

IlarpoKXoLo

OavodvroS,especially with

would have omitted

the prep.:

n

e 476, oTrtlv

Ev alvoradrc,

repl

,ro', where the later language
jor t?EpaaXeovKcovide
277, aut avies

6
rr' 'AXac&v. (But is the conception the same?)
3]rav ddvarowv

Still

clearer, he says, are the cases where, by poetical license, a
preposition is separated from its noun by a verb, e. g. B 95-6,

V7ro

;e orrvaXiCEro yala I Xaiv I6vrcov . . . and

doubt is reached
ev6OaFev

the top of this ladder of
in cases like E 665 sqq., ro pev o rt? e7re)pd;oar'ovB'

IpArpov E;epVa at.

ovpL

EXIOV

O,,p Lp'a L7r,tq

I owrFevUd7rov.

Although,

says he, grammar would unhesitatingly refer such genitives to the
partitive use, he is convinced that they are absolute, and that such
a participle in the course of time was not felt as agreeing with the
noun (expressed or understood), since the tie connecting the two,
as may be seen from the examples he gives, is one varying in
strength and intimacy, and may become so loose as to make it
come to be felt as absolute.
Throughout this discussion Classen makes several serious
mistakes: first, in supposing that the ordinary Greek of Homer's
time and earlier spoke just as the poet wrote, or if he would
attribute the constructionto the influence of such poems on the
language of the people, in supposing that the Greeks in reading
or listening were so careless as to forget the exact dependence of
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words not contiguous; in the second place, in keeping out of mind
what he himself had taken the trouble to explain: that the Greek
participle and the German participle are far removed from being
alike in use. So he says that in I 462,
4fpeal

OvlrS

I 7rarpos'

XOope'voLO Kara

OVKArL
'0v' fiol

pieyapa

7rarmravepr?7er' e

arp&opfTOaL,

taken strictly

according to the laws of grammar rrarpbo XoolAEvoLo
belongs to
but nobody will consider a German genitive the true
,fe'yapa,

rendering. Certainly not, but the trouble lies not so much
in the German genitive as in the German participle; it is not
'through the halls of my (angry or) angered father,' as Classen
seems to think it must mean if not absolute, but 'of my father
angered as he was,' or 'because he was angered.' On I 595 he
says (p. I70) that although we recognize the dependence of the
genitive on a noun, we must notice that the expression gives the
point of time, and in other cases it may in like manner express
cause, condition, etc. Of course we notice this; it lies in the nature
of the Greek participle without its being in the absolute construction.
But the fact that at a later period the absolute genitive brought out
these relations more prominently seems to have misled C1. into the
belief that in it alone the participle can express them. With him I
believe that the construction is a growth on Greek soil, but hardly
that it originated as he says. Let us see. In the history of its use
we trace a gradual growth. C1. himself has shown that it does not
occur frequently in Homer; we shall see later that it increases in
frequency, reaching its maximum in Attic prose. We must
therefore be very chary of accounting for a genitive as absolute in
the early language, inasmuch as it was not so familiar a use as to
give the key-note to the explanation of constructions that may be
different. But these Cl. says are the original abs. uses. To my
mind this seems quite improbable, for several reasons. Had the
construction originated so, the use of a participle in the gen.
without a noun would have been the original use, as C1. himself
admits (p. 173), for all the examples he gives with noun expressed
are clearly dependent. Now of all the examples of real gen. abs.
As we are, however,
in Homer but few belong to that category.
is still nascent, or
in
construction
Homer
that
the
left to suppose
at least in its infancy, we should expect a few more examples of
the original use. The participle without a subject in the gen. abs.,
though not unfamiliar, is not frequently used at any period of
the language, and always where there is a reason for the omission,
that is, when the subject is general, has been referred to or is
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implied in the participle; here at times the participlein anothercase
might have been used without subject expressed. Classen's explanation would have us believe that the people on finding such
(according to him) unaccountable genitive participles, assigned
them to general subjects, felt them as absolute, and then extended
the use by adding nouns to participles thus felt as absolute. But
why should the Greek have chosen to forget the exact connection
of a participle in the genitive away from its noun and not have
done the same with any other case? Classen felt this and tried to
show that the language was extending these efforts to conceive
participles as absolute in all directions; first he adduces partitive
7v' vepXopevO
Kal Tre rpo o
apposition, as for instance K 224, ov re
TOVev6O(-Ev,where EpXOvo' ( is felt as an absolute use'; again (p.159),
cases

like

K 187,

fvXaa-a-orovotLErL KaKjv,

analogy

&v

rTSv vJv//o

v7Frvos alrTo

3XE/fpoLLv

6o\XrXe

I vvKra

where the dative, he says, is used after the

of a 423, rocTLac rep7rope.volcL p;Xas E; r Ecr7Tpos ?\8Xev, from such

examples, he adds, we only conclude that the Homeric language
was on the road to use the dative as an absolute case beside the

genitive, but the latter won the victory because of the manifold
relations it expresses. Because the author chose to change his point
of view, and so the case, without writing out the change that has gone
on in his mind, must the altered case be absolute ? If the dative
in K I87 be taken absolutely, what would it mean? Certainly not:
' When other men, or men in general, were on guard.' No one could
have failed to know the connection; a Greek at least would have
followed the change in construction without thinking that the second
case had no reason for its existence according to ordinary rules,
and was therefore absolute. And after all, as has been said above,
the language of Homer was not a spoken language, nor indeed did
the people of any period speak as they wrote poetry, and such
uses as those to which Cl. attributes the origin of the gen. abs.
were unknown among the people. Did Homer go through the
process of forgetting himself, or if there was no Homer, the poets
who go by his name ? No, we can readily see that the gen. abs. as
it appears in Homer is a construction used by the people, and
We cannot, therefore, accept
probably in its earliest stages.
Classen's views without assuming facts and changes that are
impossible. Others, as Hiibschmann, and Holzweissig in his
treatise 'Wahrheit und Irrthum der localistischen Casustheorie,'
p. 8I, regard the construction as originating, in part at least, from
the abl. element. But this, plausible at first sight, presents greater
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difficulties. Accounting for the construction as we have done
makes its origin and subsequent growth both easy and natural,as
all language changes necessarily are.
When we first meet the gen. abs. in Homer it is apparently yet
in its early stages. If it originated in the use of the gen. to
express time it had lost all feeling for its origin, and was used with
other words than those expressing that relation; its use is, however,
largely restricted to that participle which was the one used originally, i. e. the present, as in vUKroS ova-7s. It is only later that the use
of the aoristis fullydeveloped. In Homer too the relationexpressed
is generally that of time; cause, concession and condition are
developed gradually. There was thus developed a case expression for these relations, incorporated in the principal clause, and
giving as part of it an idea that would otherwise have to be
expressed by a subordinate clause. While logical exactness may
not be attained, greater variety and picturesqueness certainly are,
and this is the essence of the nature of the cases, in fact of all
early inflections. It is left for the later language to make everything accurate and logically clear.
Though not a common construction in Homer, its use there
warrantsthe assumptionthat it was at least quite familiarand well
known. The aorist has begun to be used. According to Classen
there are 28 examples of present participle in the Iliad and 24 in
the Odyssey; of the aorist 17 in the II. and 4 in the Od. = 52
present and 21 aor. From the fact that we have such a difference
between the II. and Od. in the number of aorists, Classen rightly
remarks that it is unsafe to draw conclusions. Had there been no
example of the aor. in the Od. and a large number in the Iliad the
case would be different. Of the 21 aor. examples, Classen says
7 are temporal and 14 hypothetical; of the 52 pres. participles 30
express time, 22 condition. He himself felt how difficult it is to
draw the line; priority of time, and cause are easily confused, and
a cause thrown into the future is apt to assume a hypothetical
character,so a temporal participlefollowed by a verb in the future,
or in a clause with Ivaand the like, may seem conditional. Observe
the first example

given

by Classen:

e I64, gppE,KaK3 yXvr7, cIl oVK

The temporal notion seems
I
sufficiently plain here, and there is no need of calling up a relation
that was more frequently prominent only in the later period. La
Roche translates: ' nachdem ich vor dir gewichen bin.' Take x 383,
ELfav'ros 6LEto

v KarakXelovawv

irvpyOv

ETMrtacatL.
fjFer;TPOv

7r6odv aKp?rvTov8e 7reTavros,

where it might seem natural
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to regard it as conditional,but it can be temporal as well, and no
doubt was so at this time. All the cases in the 11.and Od. will be
found on examinationto be easy. Only once are two gens. abs. put
together, v 312; several repetitions of the same example occur,
and in a few examples of those given by Classen we need not
consider them as abs. at all, according to what has been said above;
such examples are o 191, X 521, <l 523, x 47, , 599-8

392, L390,

6 294 = X 295, c 507. The last example Classen himself admits can
be looked upon as partitive. In the later language these would be
felt as absolute, not at this time. If Classen chooses to consider
o 191, 7 TOLEy,wv Xaxov 7ro\XLvaXa vaieYev ale, |I raXXoAy'coYv,he should
also class cases like E 665 (given above) so too. Even cases like
a I6, dXX'ore 8T roS
v ;Yvtavrcv may still be felt as
7X0Ee
repL7rXo/ev'w
dependent genitives. If we consider all these things we find the
number given by C1., itself not large, somewhat reduced. There
is no case of the use of the fut. participle in Homer, as there is no
case of Wswith the gen. abs., nor is the perfect participle used
except in a present sense.
Before leaving Homer we may notice his use of a participle
without a noun. This may occur at all periods of the language
when the subject is general or is readily understood from what
goes before,just as with the finite verb the subject is sometimes
not expressed when it is sufficiently plain; so avayv(oreraT, 6eiLEL(cf.
Her. 2, 96, aT7rl).
Examples are rare in Homer: A 458, alya 68 oL
where EyxFos is readily supplied from the
crraaOEvros
aveaTavro,
preceding (Zenodot. reads ov). 2 606 and 8 I9 are alike: olo 86E

Here
ESlVEOV KaraIa f'orovs.
KvLCf3arOTl7p Kaar' avTovs I /OX\rrs edpxovr-os
all the editors since Wolf, who follows Athenaeus, V I80, have
the gen.; the MSS, however, and Aristarchus give

E'dpxovres.

Now

while what Athen. says may be true, it is certain that Aristarchus,
an acute critic, felt that the nom. plur. was better for Homer than
the gen. sing. The other two examples in Classen's list are not
real cases: o igi (cited above), where 7raXXo/dcov
is partitive, and
is so explained by La Roche, and in 'P 521, 6

T
r' SyXL .daXaTrpeXF
ov6e rT, as

OV8 TrL roXXi I X;Pp7 LFcrEryVC, 7roX\os rrS&olo fovror, after

though avroi had been expressed, the sentence continues with the
gen., which is made easier by the use of eoa-cryvs. Even if we

admit some of these cases it would be rare in Homer. Classen
also mentions a number of gen. participles following a noun in the
dative or accusative. If we examine those with the dative, and it
will require no close study, we shall find the change made in every
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case there where the gen. and dat. express in the main the same
general idea, i. e. with nouns, e. g. , 25,
dretpes

Ivvrarotoevoov

litecrlv

Tr

E
XaKI

Kait yXeFav dfLV'0yvoLTtv,

ao(rt rEp Xpot XaXKCO
what could be

more natural than that as the verse went on the gen. should be
used ? The general idea is what the writer has in mind. All the
examples will be found to be like this. With the accusative he
knows but two examples: a 646, q asE tIr
Y 413, Tdv / .3a,Xe/(r,ov

eKowros clrr?pa vqa L\X)tatvav,
v Ta ra
rpatiaov'os.

aiKoVTLT7oSdpK?rs 8oS 'Ax\XXE1VS

In both these cases the use of the gen. case is readily explained:
in the second case when vcorais reached the writer goes on as
though it had been t3acevora,which is certainly the general sense,
and the genitive follows naturally; it is not a case of forgetfulness
with regard to the sense, but as in K 187 (cf. supra), adherence to
the same; in the first case there is sufficient cause for the gen. in
the use of t., cf. A 430, where La Roche treats these cases in the
way mentioned. Such gens. then cannot be regarded as abs.
in Homer, nor indeed would C1.have resorted to this explanation
had he not labored under the belief that in the early language the
use of a gen. abs. brought out the relation of time, cause, etc.,
more prominently.
In the poets after Homer we notice at first the same use as in
that author: in the "EpyaKaal
'Hepipa of Hesiod (the only one of the

works assigned to the poet that is genuine) there is a somewhat
larger number, but of the same kind, as 386, 7repL7rXotieovevLavrov,
383, IIX?rtdSave7rTEXXtoLevadOv.In the early elegiac poets, Callinus,

Tyrtaeus, Solon, we meet but few examples, a fact due in part to
the absence of occasion for the use of the construction,but not
altogether. Indeed, there is plenty of room left for its use had it
been familiar. In all these early poets the kind is the same as
that in Homer.1 Here, as elsewhere, the norm for poetry once set
was adhered to, and though the later prose use influenced the
poetry of that period to some extent, we can say that throughout
its frequentoccurrencewas a mark of prose, while poetry preserved
in general the limits set by Homer and the early poets, limits that
1 Mr. C. W. E. Miller, who has been making a special study of the participle in
Pindar, reports 3I perfectly certain gens. abs., 5 not certain and 3 very doubtful
occurrences, in all 39. Of the 39, 27 are active, 5 middle and 7 passive. There
are 20 aorists and 19 presents; so that we have a balance, which, indeed, is a
relative advance on Homer, but not the great advance which might have supposed to be shown by Erdmann's defective lists. Hence correct my statement
in Introduction to Pindar, p. cxii. The examples, especially the aorist
examples, are found chiefly in narrative.-B. L. G.
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to them were natural. Had the popular use not been much more
restricted than that of some of the prose writers we might expect
it even more. In the lyric parts of the tragedies, the choral odes,
we find the same use. In the Persae and Agamemnon of Aeschylus
there occur only Pers. 283, which might depend on rdvaraand Ag.
I45I and 1563, both simply temporal. (Ag. 260 the chorus speaks

in iambic trimeters, this example is therefore not to be counted
here.) Similarly in Soph. Antigone and Oed. Col., chosen as specimens of differentperiods of his life, we find Ant. 340, I I34 (I532). In
Oed.

Col.

1565,

7roXX\v

yap av Kal fLarav

rrfviarTwv

LKvoVo,vwv

|

rTaXLv oaf

8al,iov 8Kcatosr
av'oL, the gen. at first glance might seem abs., but it is
as
Schneidewin and Nauck say, like riaao-Oal rLvad TrIvos.
really used,

In six of Euripides' plays, different in time of composition and
kind of play, I found the following: Alcestis 466, seemingly a
gen. abs., but as there is a break it is difficult to say (Hipp. 800,
iambic trimeter), Bacchae, Cyclops, Orestes, no examples, Medea
(863). While this is not exhaustive for the choruses, it is enough to
show the general use. Nor is it frequently used in the trimeterparts,
the percentage varying between .04 and .3o. The Bacchae, for
instance, that exquisite production of Euripides' later life, contains
but three examples, but these show the advances made; 627, s
E;OV

rrrEe,1ydroos-773,

rda' Eetpyaacr-evcov.

o'vov

E

oros-I

.L,Kr7T

Alc. and Medea

have

243,

aKa'cpLos

eLZ

/jiAv

more, the former i6, the

latter 9; from the nature of the former we should have expected
a larger number than in other dramas.
It is, however, in classic Attic prose that the construction finds
its full use. The earliest prose we possess is as a rule so fragmentary that we cannot well decide as to its use there. From
what we have we may draw the inference that while its use is not
I Dr. Goodell, in his valuable
paper, 'On the Genitive Case in Sophocles' (Tr.
Am. Phil. Assoc. 1884), gives the following statistic for gen. absol.:
Ai.
Dial.

Lyr.

Is

3

O. T. O. K.
16
1i
I
o

Ant.
6
2

El.
Io
2

Tr.
I4
I

Phil. Total. Total.
6
74 t 8
I

Io

He too considers the genitive absolute as a development of the predicate
adnominal genitive. Unfortunately he does not give the tenses employed.
As participles standing alone he cites rerovuevwov,
El. 1344; KarOavovroV,Ant.
909. The case-register of Sophokles is so peculiar that it would be unsafe to
draw conclusions from his usage, and besides no one has been at the pains to
do for Sophokles what Mr. C. W. E. Miller has done for Aristophanes (see
Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 25), so that we cannot tell what is the
real proportion of dialogue to lyric in him.-B. L. G.
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a large one, other relations besides that of time begin to become
prominently used so, especially condition. Time is, however,
throughout, and naturally so, the reigning relation expressed.
This being so, we might expect it more largely in narrations,and
we should not be deceived, for where there is much narrationthere
are ordinarily,relatively speaking, a large number of genitives abs.
Consequently the historians always show fair percentages; it is in
most cases over I.oo, generally 1.50, sometimes even more; in
didactic prose, where, to be sure, there is to some extent less
occasion for it, the percentage is far less, in some few cases indeed
none at all; in such works its use is avoided where it would be
possible to have it. Descriptions, too, do not show so many. This
will be patent to any one on reading e. g. Her. lib. I; in the narrative portions there are quite many, but in the description of the
Ionians, of Babylon and its customs, in lib. II, of Egypt, etc.,
there are far less.
In the Orators, of whose use I wish to speak in particular,we
find the greatest possible variety both in manner and frequency of
use. Certainly no other set of authors could be chosen whose
works would so well illustratethe various uses of this construction;
whatever could be done with it they did. Easy in the beginning,
it grew in the hands of some of them to be quite complex, and
though not so used by the people, they used it in ways that would
have been impossible in any other language, and that in some
cases were rarely used by any of the Greeks themselves. First
then, let us look at the relative frequency of the constructionin the
different orators in their several speeches. Beginning with Antiphon, the first of the canon, we find the use somewhat limited.
Omitting the tetralogies, which besides being mere sketches, are so
short that one can hardly draw inferences from percentages, we
find in V and VI respectively .79 and .58, small percentages when
we consider the length of each, and especially of the narrative
parts.' Andocides, in his great speech I, uses it like Antiphon,
1 In this and the following I have used the ordinary Teubner texts; where
the pages were not full, allowance was made, counting 32 lir2s to the page. In
all cases where part of the space is taken up by psephisms, itc., due allowance
was made. Absolute accuracy in such matters is difficult to attain to, but the
following figures are as near it as could be brought about by careful calculation.
Every case of a noun and an accompanying participle has been regarded as
one example (including, of course, cases where the subject is omitted), where,
therefore, several participles accompany one noun, or vice versa, the whole has
been treated as one example. Hyperides was not examined on account of the
unsatisfactory nature of what remains of his speeches.
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but in II, III and IV the percentage is over I.oo. In Lysias large
percentages are found, partly, but not altogether, because there is
more occasion for its use. In his several speeches there is some
variety; many are so short and fragmentarythat it is hardly worth
while to consider them. Most of the importantspeeches, I, 3, 7,
12, i6, I9, show large proportions,so too the spurious 2d. To this
rule the I3th forms a marked exception; the difference between it
and the 12this striking; though they hardlydifferat all in length, the
percentages are 1.52 and .26. This is entirely in accord with the
nature of the speeches. The I3th, as Blass has shown (Att.
Bereds. I, p. 562), is throughout different from the great I2th; it
is a plain speech, lacking all adornment, and so ordinarily where
there might be occasion for the use of the construction the
expression is resolved into a subordinate clause. This low
percentage becomes more significantwhen we remember that it is
the shortest of all the speeches except Isocr. I, 2, and Dem. 13,
which are entirely differentin character.
Of all the orators Lycurgus uses the constructionin the simplest,
most naturalway. Like Andocides he approachesthe popular use,
indeed even more so; the cases are all easy, and one-third of all
are found in the story of Codrus. In Aeschines there is a great
difference between the second speech and the other two, the gen.
abs. occurring in the former more than twice as frequently as in
either of the other two, while all are quite long. This is due
somewhat to cases of the use of many at a time in the speech rrepl
1raparrpeao3eLas, but without regarding this the differenceis noticeable.
Isocrates uses it largely in I6, I8, 17, I9, while his carefully
elaborated works do not rise so high, contrary to what we might
expect from his fondness for putting together many participles.
Dinarchus in his first speech has a large number, in 2 and 3 not
many.
It is in Demosthenes, of all the orators, that we find every
possible variety in frequency of use. Somewhat oddly the extremes
meet in 12 and [I3], while in the letter of Philip, 12, the percentage
is 3.73, in [I3]

it is only

II,

a very low percentage for prose,

and about the same as Isocr. I; next to [I3] stands [60], another
spurious production,where the percentage is .29. That the speech
covers but ten pages has, perhaps, something to do with this, but
we see what can be done in less than ten pages in the speech
against Callicles(55), one of the genuine privateorations. There we
find 3.33, next to 2 the highest percentagein Demosthenes. Then
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follow 33, 50, 47, 44, 32, 49, which are all regarded as spurious
some of them bad imitations with wearisome repetitions. The
next genuine speech to 55 is 29 (against Aphobos for Phanos) with
2.03. The great speeches observe a mean between the ordinary
use and the large use in some of the private orations. Of other
writers the following may be mentioned: Thuc. in bk. i has 1.60,
in bk. 7, i, 1.48, the others average no doubt I.50. In Herodotus
Plato stands between .30
we find about the same percentages.
and .70 in his works. The tone is either conversational or argumentative, and in neither case should we expect large numbers.
In the Republic the percentage is about .44, varying slightly in
the different books, the most are found in the 6th and the least in
the ist, Sympos. .59, Phaedr. .50, etc. In Aristophanes the
number is small, the average varies between .io in Lysistr., Thesm.
and Ran., and .23 in Nub. Eccl., the others stand between these
limits.
After the classic period the gen. abs. was used in about the
same way, in narrative oftener, in didactic argumentative works
less frequently; such frequency as we find in some of the orators
is probably nowhere reached. In the N. T. the same rule holds.
The evangelists show large numbers between .70 and I.I5; St.
John alone falling as low as .30. In the Epistles, all didactic, there
are but few, many indeed have no examples at all: epp. to the
Phil., Coloss., 2 Thess., i and 2 Tim., Philemon, Titus, James,
i and 2 John, Jude. The others have but few except Hebrews
with .70. So much for the frequency of the use of the construction.
If, as we saw, the gen. abs. began with the relation of time as
the prominent, and indeed only one expressed, with a preference
for the present participle, at the time of which we are now speaking
all such distinction or preference had been wiped out, and the
aorist was used with the same ease as the present, in fact narrative
often shows a larger number of the former. The perfect does not
occur so frequently, and many of these are virtually present, as
eZi;r, etc. When they are real perfects the idea is ordinarily that
of time, but cause may be involved.1
Taken altogether the percentage of the various tenses in the
1 From Classen's note on Thuc. I, II4, it might seem that he means that the
perfect is used only in purely temporal relations. But cf. Isaeus, 7, 2, 66vrov
r6v v6bjuv, with 7, I7, dESWKOT6W rT v6oLov; the perfect too is sometimes used
side by side with the aor., both apparently equally causal, as Dem. 50, 22.
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orators (exc. Hyp.) was found to be as follows: present, 52.9 per
cent.; aorist, 31.5 per cent.; perfect, 14.9 per cent.; future, 0.7
per cent. Of the voices the act. has 64.85 per cent., the middle
20.95 per cent, and the passive I4.2 per cent. In the middle and
passive the aor. predominates, in the passive the perfect also
surpasses the present. The speeches in which the aor. is found
oftener than the present are, Lys. 4, i6, 20, 32; Isocr. 3, 5, 6, 9, o0,
Is. 5, 0 ; Dem. 26, 32, 33, 38, 40, 41, 52, 56, 59; Lyc. in
12;
Leocr.; Din. I, 2. In many cases the difference is not great; most,
it will be seen, are in the private speeches, where these aorists
occur largely in narration. In the same way we find e. g. in (N. T.)
Matth. nearly twice as many aorists as presents. More perfects
than aorists are found in Lys. I, o0, I8, 25, 26; Isocr. 7, II; Is.
4, II;

Dem.

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, II,

I4, I5, i6, I7, 22, 31, 38, 44, 53.

This includes perfects in form with present signification, as EL&ss,
also iKCOV, KELfEvoS and KaO0rLEVos. The future occurs very rarely
indeed, and generally with ws or Wr-rep. These will be treated
later, but there still remain three cases without s,, they are the
following:
O*.

o
oKOV

Is. 7, 42,
av,npqKowV

XEX\e&ovpyr7K6OrTv

I89,

KaL

elKdoroS a&v7rolr7'araT e 7rpovotav
KaL

CeTpUKOTrOV

KaCL

prlfLOV

XetTOvpy?rcTrvrTGv, av VfIeLs i7rKVpWo(rr)T

akXXa qi) 7repi rovrwov vJ,fov

olcavrovv

Trv

re Kal rTOVTCO

(\IXcs

7rTETOLr)K6rToV
.

. .

L,fLV

Dem.

8e
24,

rt 8eL . . . eVoxXev,

+f)ov

and 45,
ae TOVTro KaLC
2, 7rpoaLiapTvpovvrcov
riC,O LKaacrrv 65olcosO adKOVc(TOOEVW
T ?v
TviO Kip8os rT luqE;eXeiv. All three of these go counter to the

ordinary uses of the future participle, and the second is even more
unusual in that it represents el with the future indic.; it may well
be questioned whether another such example can be found
anywhere in Greek.
In the century during which the orators wrote the conditional use
of the participle in the gen. abs. is quite familiar; without a
negative, we may almost always be in doubt as to which relation
was uppermost in the writer's mind, but when 4L is used, unless
indeed its use is brought about by a preceding conditional conjunction, verb in the imperative, or the like, the matter is made
more certain. In later Greek L4is used without conditional notion,
even without its being induced by some one of the words
mentioned. Sometimes too in classic Greek Fil seems to be so
used without conditional value, as in Dem. i8, i66, in Philip's
reply, 'r)is used in a causal sense, but it may be construed with
the

inf. following
fela,
06ioXoyovp,Evr]s

3ovXo,evcov,

,tj follows

while

in Is.

5,

i6,

er'pusr

60toXoyouev?7s, grammatically

8,efutLa

as the
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regular negative used after that verb. In Dem. 22, 36, after the
conjunctiondewe have first ,rdv followed by o'vb,notwithstanding
the influenceof the conjunction. Generallythe relationof condition
is expressed by a subordinate clause. We find in easy style but
few gen. abs. that express this relation: in Lysias,

7,21 9,20 I2,45.85

I9,24.53, these are in fact all. Of ,4 with the participle we find
in Ant. four examples, in And. two, in Isaeus three, in Lycurgus
and Dinarchus none, in Lysias two (underlined above), in Aeschines
one. Demosthenes uses it more freely, but still not a few speeches,
especially in private suits, have none whatever. In the N. T. it
occurs a few times, but not as conditional: Matth. 13,I9 (probably
Luke, 7,42 14,29 (after tIa); Acts, 19,40
temporal), 18,25;
21,14.34 27,7.20 (followed by ov, but in the expression xaep,voso
OVK
oIXLyov 7rLKEIPUvOV,where the words ovK'oDiyov are felt as one);
I Cor. 4,18 (os);
2 Cor. 4,18; I Pet. 4,4,
Rom. 5,I3 9, 1;

all are temporal, causal or concessive. To sum up, then, the
expression of condition by the participle finds its most frequent
use in carefully elaborated works, is not extensively used there,
and except in certain fixed expressions was not much used in easy
style and conversation.
The concessive relationmay be brought out more prominentlyby
the use of the word o,.os, and rendered undoubted by the use of
Kalrep. This is found with the gen. abs. in Isocr. 9,II; Dem. I,10
pr., 5,3 pr., I8,I45 pr., 44,25-32.65 27,44 29,28 61,28; Aesch. 1,45.
in this sense is extremely rare in good prose, e. g. P1. Rep. 511
KaLroL

D, common enough in the later period, once in N. T. Hebr. 4,3.
The words

Kal

ravra also generally, though not necessarily, give

concessive force to the participle; they are found Is. 3,38.76
4,8 I0,23;

Isocr.

15,250;

Dem.

20,96

21,119

24,26

34,17

48,54

56,40; Din. I,Ioo. Another expression often found with the gen.
abs., as with the participle in any construction, is

ASXXo Tr KaL,

which does not fix any relation, but practically excludes the concessive.

We find it: Ant. 1,5; And. 4,9; Lys. 7,36; Is. 3,46 7,42;

Isocr. 5,45 6,3.37 7,8 12,37 17,52;

Dem.

3,12 17,25

20,144 59,48.

Being a participialconstruction,the gen. abs. is often combined
by conjunctionsquite closely with participles in other constructions
occurring in the sentence. We do not find this in Homer, and in
lyric poetry, if at all, but rarely; in the orators, however, it is met
with quite frequently, and was often resorted to as a means of
balancing the sentence;
rTodXecs +rqb)tcraa.lv

ogre

examples are: Ant. 2

avrodXelpa ora

6,9 And.

y I0

1,2 3,20;

5,47,

OIrT r77s

Lys. 2,8.37
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3,25 4,1
Is.

27,II;

Isocr.
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1,4.9.14.41

14,2.38

12,2.6.9
2,37

3,36

4,23

18,5

20,19
25,31
8,i 10,23
I2,2;
8,117 9,55 12,89.102
12,22
19,218
20,137
19,23.26

7,11.I5.44

6,8.23.24.44.56.86
3,19 4,93.142.148
Dem.
3,27
17,39;
14,28 16,9.45

13,27
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29,13 30,28.33 32,8.9.26 34,37.(50)
21,5.49.II7 23,I56.164.I92
35,4 (of same person) 36,43 37,7.12.40 45,68 47,15.30.81 49,I3.47
50,6.21.68

52,12

57,42

55,2.21.26

Aesch.

59,55;

3,34.90;
Lyc. in Leocr. 99, xprjaavros
roDr' Z7rpa,E. Here a6 is used like the

'

avr7

Toy

1,78

2,169.176

eovS, 6oe

regoo'1cvos

Homeric oe in apodosis.'
With a participle in other constructions,but without a connecting
conjunction, we find the participle of the gen. abs. somewhat
oftener. It will suffice to give a few from each orator: And.
1,106.109.138 4,13; Lys. 2,7.13.29, etc.; Is. 3,2 5,II, etc.; Isocr.
3,28 4,72, etc.; Dem. I8,149.I51.166.322, etc.; Aesch. 1,60.104.
o08.180, etc.; Lyc. in Leocr. 87.99. There are very few examples

to be found in Ant., And., Lyc. and Dinarchus.
Very often it happens that one noun in the genitive abs. has
several participles agreeing with it, and vice versa, though not so
often, several nouns accompany one participle. In the matter of
agreement the former presents no difficulty, the latter varies somewhat in this respect. As a rule the participle agrees with the
nearest noun, e. g. And.
Xo-r&wv-Isocr.
(8,44)

10,4.5

I9,75.126

1,138, rpLt)pcv ael Kara7OaXarrav ova'iv Kal
6,21
7,8; Is. 1,4 2,29 5,7, vradaews
K7ay,vos, yevo,e7vrs
Dem. 3,4 9,57 16,4
I1,30; Lys. 2,35 6,45 (I9,44);

21,85.

27

paa&XEv 24,I40 36,23
(52,7) 55,15; Aesch.

23,I30.I73

'AOrvo&wpov Kal rTv

rrapayevolivov

29,57 33,33 34,37 38,6 40,6 47,I93 (49,22)
etc.
(1,43.162, 2,47.I37)
2,36.I38
3,45.II3,

This does not include such cases as would have the same participle,
as, e.g. two plural nouns. In some cases a plural (or dual) participle
agrees with two or more sing. nouns, or with a sing. and a plural
noun, though nearer the former, e. g. Lys. 2,7 3,6, Yv6ov
oovarvris re
aMcAeXrs

25,68

Kal Tr& aC?leXqLv,

49,I3.24,

Isocr.

12,72;

5,95

aOcLKOEvCov 'AX\KEOv Kat 'Ia'covos

yap 'AXK/rTOV Kal 'Idacovos .. . .torl)rovT)

31

11,11;

Dem.

(but 49,22,

59,99;

Aesch.

23,170

dJ3tKo/dvov

2,26.176,

etc.

With these compare such cases as Lys. 19,44; Dem. 23,173

47,I9

59,97;

Aesch.

1,43 2,26,

etc.

Practically in this, as in most cases, the Greek wrote as he
Blass, Att. Bereds. I, p. 210, seems to think that Thuc. 1,2.2, -ric yap
E/7rropia' oVKovrlOaorv'

would
E7rt,ulyvvvre7 a6Ef6C a2X7'jXotc

have been written

by

a later writer so as to make the construction of both members similar, but
notice the large number of cases cited above from Dem., etc.
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deemed best for the purposes of rhythm, etc. The former case,
in which several participles are found with one noun, is more
frequently met and occurs in all the orators. It does not, however,
appear so often as one might suppose on general impressions.
So far we have regarded the subject of the gen. abs. as a noun
or pronoun, personal or demonstrative,used in its stead, but the
Greeks went farther than this and even made relative and interrogative pronouns the subject; this is, however, again one of the
possibilities of the construction not often made use of. We find
the relative pronoun in Lys. 33,9; Isocr. 3,7,

EK -O
VtaraXevrov,
Dem.
5,7I 6,48 7,2.51 9,68 I0.49 I2,II6
I5,I07.255;
I4,1 I8,306 20,60 39,9. (In And. 2,3, Dem. 27,29 and

4,I22.I89
5,13 9,56

Aesch. 3,258, the gen. can be regarded as depending on other words.)
It will be seen that Isocrates is fond of this use, he has twice as many
examples as Dem. Except the one case in Lysias the other
orators do not use the relative in this way. The relative pronoun
...
may also be object of the participle, as Isocr. I0,27, ro repas
taay.tov rjs 7ro6Xecoa7roaTOrEXX\ov'rr--Dem. I8, I 32, ov Xa36vro7 e6lo0 ( I8,323

the rel. may be taken with the principal verb)-Din.
1,20, ols
eroTLAWvovrrwv 3?orOeiv, ots is governed by the infinitive depending on
the participle. The subject of the gen. abs. may be the omitted
antecedent of a relative in the sentence, as in Latin 'missis qui.'
This

does

not

occur

often

: Dem.

a-v-vravrv

I8,249,

os

yv

E7rtfieXES)

25,54 34,31 36,22 (Plat. Rep. 467 B, 469 D).

Sometimes an interrogative pronoun is subject or object of the
partic. in a gen. abs., just as we find it with the participle in other
e. g. rT ap,v els E'6os
o) XOov. This too occurs rarely:
As
Is.
Dem.
10,2;
ii,8;
21,143 (27,5I 61,36 indir.).
Lys. I0,23=
Indirect
Dem.
it
is
found;
47,43.
19,75
23,I07
37,I4
2,25
object

constructions,

with relative

interrogatives
dvafvyrTE COr

50,21.57;

s

eXOvrTaov

Aesch.

I,20.

rTv

word

are

found:

Isocr.

I6,i6,

Dem. 4,3 I9,61,
40,54,
Both the relative and the interrogative in
7Tpaypadrcov

KTr

;

this place are evidences of the great advance made in the use of
the construction since the time of Homer. Another such evidence,
and even more rarely found, is the use of the articular infinitive as
subject of the gen. abs. In the orators this occurs but five times:
Lys.

I2,I3,

TOV 7rELretv,

e

6,3,

Trooye arroOavelv vradpxovroS-Isocr.
tAXcosvre Kal r ovyvOaL

....KaSeTrTo-1I5,254,

3, 6, eyyevofov

. . .

iyy/e/voivov

r . reiV,
which looks like a reminiscence of 3,6; Dem. 5,2.
. 7.rv
The examples of this use are altogether rare. Plato has a few, as
Crito, 49 D; Euthyd. 285 D; Gorg. 509 C. Thuc. has at least
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one, 3,12.3, and from Dr. Nicolassen I learn that it occurs but
once in Xenophon's works.1 The use of an articularinfinitive in
this connection shows to what extent the language could make use
of its existing material,and what possibilities it kept in reserve,
even though it used them but rarely.
A word now as to the order of the words in this construction.
In general we may lay down the seemingly evident rule that the
emphatic word is put in the emphatic place, but this would be
somewhat vague. In narration,where the action is generally that
to which attention is called, we find a large number of the type
avrov
fErTvros
ravra,
evyovrTov &e roVrwov, etc., i. e. with participle
;
In expressions of time, like XELwVos
vo'ror, rjpepas
preceding.
noun
is
the
where
the
important element, it is
y/vof?vr)s, etc.,

generally put ahead; still, though this may be given as a rule, it is
sometimes violated. In oratorslike Dem., and especially Isocrates,
regard is generally had to rhythm, hiatus, etc. Usage varies in this
matter, while in Her. bk. I about 55 per cent. are of the type first
mentioned, in Thuc. bk. 7 there are but 43 per cent.; again, in the
N. T. they constitute 63 per cent. The same holds in the orators:
in Antiphon about 40 per cent., in Andoc. 48 per cent., etc. It is
impossible to trace any fixed law beyond what has been said.
In the early stages of the language the dependency of any
genitive with a participle on some noun or verb was clearly felt and
expected, when the governing word had not yet been uttered; in
the period, however, of which we are speaking, the absolute use
had become so familiarand frequent that such a gen., even though
really depending on a word in the sentence, was felt for awhile as
absolute; the mind referring it to the absolute use until the
contrary was proved, instead of holding the matter in suspense
for the time being; on the other hand, even if the governing word
preceded, if the gen. had the form of a gen. abs., it was probably
often felt so even though the reader knew very well that it
depended on another word. This is what Classen contended to
be true for Homer. It must not be understood that such uses are
really absolute; they stand on the borderlandand mediate between

'the two, the mind recognizing both, e. g. Ant. 2 a 12, TOLovroV'
0vIrostPreiv dv&arov KarayvTre.
In early Greek this would have been
held in suspense until Karayvworewas pronounced, but at the time of

the orators it was felt as absolute until the verb was reached; the

1 See A. J. P., IV
Also see III I98.

242,

for additional examples from Plato and the orators.
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general effect, however, of the absolute use had been produced.
In examples like Ant. 5,43, treTrpaypLevov IOL TroV Ep7OV JLaprvpas Kal
a-upvovXovsferotovrtqv,the absolute feeling is still more prominent.

The ordinary use of a participle with a noun not in the gen. abs.,
as above said, is also capable of expressing time, cause, etc., and
does so, still these relations do not appear so prominent but they
are subordinated. In the abs. construction,however, this is quite
different, the expression of these relations is there the prominent
feature, which became more essential the more the construction
was gradually felt as the equivalent of a subordinate clause;
consequently it happens that to secure definitenesswithout having
recourse to such a clause, a gen. abs. may occur in a sentence in
which the subject of the gen. abs. is also subject or object of the
verb or of a preposition. This may occur (i) with the noun
repeated, or (2) without such repetition.
I. The subject is found repeated most frequently in the oblique
cases, but also a few times in the nominative, e. g. Dem. 52,5,
e
a7roKptva.f;vov ,opplo,vos

6
. . . (f> Ooppflov

(easy conversational

style)

59,7 (cf. Her. 2,II, where the two are separated at some length).
With other cases we find this repetition: With the genitive, Dem.
(I0,53

dep.

on adj.)

52,15

rTOv L&KacTrOv;Isocr.

eyc
&CrTE

VL&Wv EKO'V7TV

efva

53,18,

17,35;
(

/ovXof/zvcv

rcv &KaoavroW . . . ;Sejfqv

with preposition:

And.

1,20

2,Io,

eEf'YvaL) TrOTF /OL 7roXLrTeVaaaoOat tfeO'

Vtzv

3,25; Dem. 8,66= Io,68 54,42; N. T. Rom. 5,8; with noun: Dem.
8e raaxovrov
With the dative, after verb: And. 3,3I, TraVrTa
47,32.
tAL;)v Ol 7relaavTres

)p fLriva WfAXecav rrapeaxov ,juiv-Dem.

I8,20

23,I67

N. T. Luke, 22,I0;
Acts, I6,16;
47,69 50,31.36.37.40.49.56;
2 Cor. 4,18; Arist. Av. 562. After preposition: Isocr. I2,8 (Dem.
With the accusative, after
43,79, separated); N. T. I Cor. II,18.
the verb: Lys. 21,25; Dem. 18,143 19,2II 2I,76 23,89 35,46 40,53
50,34.55

56,II 59,52.6I;
7rTLovXv oV 7rpoopCopviv

Aesch.
2,43, dvaaBv7Orcs 8e'
iiLav
eXdVO'v KaLT7r)
T. Acts, 21,17 22,17.
.... . KaTrKXcrrev jfi---N.

After preposition: Dem. 45,40 53,6 56,40 59,68; Aesch. 3,I23;
In some of these cases the gen.
N. T. Luke 22,53; 2 Cor. 12,21.
abs. follows, especially with c,b, as Dem. 21,76 35,46 45,40 52,15
56,40.1

Instead of the same word we often find avros, oSroV or EKiEVO9
l

In Dem. 35,4 the dat. precedes, and, connected with it by a conjunction, is

the gen. abs.: 66e?04j 6vrt roVr7) . . . KatoiVKav EXovro7 roVrov 6eZfat v6yJov-N.
t
ov
T. Acts, 22,17, is strange: 'yevEro 6eiuot VTrorTpEcavrt Kai TrpoaevXotiEvov
yeveCoOat1e.
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referring to the subject of the gen. abs. in a different case construction. This is not so striking as the preceding case; it occurs
quite frequently.
Examples of

auros

so used are: Genitive, Ant. 4,&.Io; And. 1,5;

Lys. 7,7; Is. 7,8; Isocr. 6,47 (10,39 subj. of gen. abs. omitted)
I0,6o

(I2,100)

i6,io

OVToSr avO
vdLw

abTroV KarrTyopoviOc,

86SpaKoros

8,5;

rov

irarpos

Dem.

23,154

VTO
EKrr7revro

40,17;

8aEva

in

Lyc.

Leocr. 86; N. T. Matth. 5,1 12,46; Luke, 24,36; Acts, 17,16
28,3. Dative, And. i,67 4,17; Lys. 2,44 13,26 20,26 22,8;
10,20 14,57 15,112 17,37 19,18; Dem. 15,11 23,107.202
Aesch. 1,104; Din. 2,18; N. T. Matth.
27,36 42,27 50,36.49.50:
I8,21 21,23, 26,6 27,17; Mark, 5,2 9,9 13,1;
8,1.5.28 9,18 17,22.26
Acts, 4,I 13,42 I7,16.
Luke,
I4,29
24,41;
John, 4,5I 14,22;
Ant. 3,y.II,
eLEpaKlov TOV f0ovov ovroV OVK aV
Accusative,
pEro'xov rov
Isocr. (4,140)
oVe8E Oaisct adroXvoLr
avro'v -Lys.
&SKaloS
7,76
32,4;
Dem.
II,49 (15,310);
5,2 I5,II I8,33 (21,176) 23,183 24,43 28,1
47,58 49,32 50,55 58,28 59,31 60,102; Aesch. 2,28; N. T. Matth.
18,25 22,24 27,19; Mark, 5,2.18.21 9,28 10,17 I3,3; Luke, 9,42
15,20 18,40 19,33 24,5; John, 8,30 I2,37; Acts, 7,21 i8,6 19,30
25,7.2I 28,17. OVTOr and eic,vos do not occur so often. Genitive,
Isocr. 5,43 9,I2 12,89 (i6,1I with noun); Is. 3,50 9,20 11,38;
Dem. 11,34 34,38.47 44,55 53,25 58,42. Dative, Isocr. I2,8.57.I89
15,53 I8,60; Dem. 23,56.I49 25,17. Accusative, Is. 3,50; Dem.
Isocr. 6,i8

20,82 57,28.
Sometimes, as in Isocr. 4,134, avros etc. itself appears
in the gen. abs., the noun in another case construction. From
these lists it will be seen that of the several cases the dative occurs
most frequently in this way, next the acc. and genitive, the nom.
but rarely.
II. When the subject of the gen. abs. is not repeated, a case
which is possible only with verbs, this irregularity is still more
prominent. In some of the cases the verb can be looked upon as
absolutely used without object, but there are some in which this
is not the case, and these leave the possibility of a doubt as to the
conception in the others. This use, however, does not occur so
frequently as the one we have just considered. First we look at

the cases where we should expect the nominative:
'ev dfbXE\v

rTO rfpL7Eov 6oXoy7l,

aXXov TrVo evCa
Y

ro 8 e dvoia&

T
rv

Oivpav ovX

acpOatpovvros rov r7as Ovpas avol^aL, 58,31

Dem. 42,8,
o/oXoyei

29,52

&o'Trp

43,67.

The same is found in other writers: P1. Phaedr. 232 C; Her.
91.96;

N. T.

Matth.

I,I8,

.v1YaTrevelao'r7srTIS /?rpois irpiv

rT

I,90

l
ovveAXei
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Mark,6,22 (Cod. Vat.); Acts, 21,34 28,6; Hebr.
The gen. cannot be used in this way, for as
11,4 (Cod. Alex.)'
no noun is repeated it would be not an absolute, but a dependent
genitive. The dative might be expected in Ant. I,I2; Is. 1,32
avrovs eVpe;O1
Ktr;

Dem.

6,45;

6,20

1,146; Arist.
17,12; Acts,
looked upon
the expected
fLEAXovros

12,15

18,294

22,I6

24,138

58,27

59,7;

Aesch.

Ran. I28; Vesp. 746; N. T. Matth. I7,24; Luke,
In most of these cases the verb may be
24,25.
as used absolutely.
A well-known example of
accusative occurs Dem. I8,I35, OVKOOv ore rovrov

Xeyetv

d7rr)'Xaoav

) /3ovXr

Kal

ere'pp.

,rpoo(rraev

Here

most

MSS read avrov, but 2 omits it; the Scholiast (acc. to Westermann)

stigmatizes

this

as a

-vTraLts
EF7LKLtV8voS

Kal

r-oXoLKo0avrjs.

When we remember that it occurs in one of the ablest productions of the Greek mind, written by one who well knew how
to use his language, we cannot follow him so readily. It must
be plain now why the gen. is used; it brings out more prominently the participle and the temporal idea; in the acc. the stress
would have been on roVrov, and the participle with its temporal
notion more in the background. Nor is this a solitary instance, it
occurs Lys. 12,64 19,50 23,2; Is. 1,42; Isocr. io,60 12,218;
Dem.
7,21

(14,16)

I6,19

18,99

23,213

27,17.53

29,I

38,I6

39,3 44,4I

45,13 53,7 ; N. T. Acts, 4,37 25,25; in Her. 1,3; Thuc. I,I34.3,
etc.; Plato, Symp. 174 D, etc.2
Sometimes the subject of a gen. abs. omitted in the abs. constr.
itself appears in another case construction in the sentence, as in
Lys. I,38; Isocr. 9,29; Dem. I2,23
47,47: qEapTvpra'eavE;OXEtvT7rapaLodva

I5,I7

I8,322.

TO Oed(])r)PLo rv

27,53 45,I3 42,8
a

poco7rovovaatfov

With the gen., as in Isocr. 10,39, it is
more doubtful whether the construction is absolute.
Several cases may be mentioned which have not been treated
above. If the subject of a gen. abs., repeated or not, is found as
subj. or object of a verb in a clause different from that of the verb
in which the gen. abs. is found, it need not be considered, unless,

To

(O&jLCairapaULovros,

51,56.

1 In Her. I,178, Keeral ev 7redi91yeyadX pyya6oc sovfaa EuiTronOVEKaarov eso
Kai

EKa-Tcv

orasiuv

ov'bari rerpay6'vov,

Abicht

explains

the gen.

as depending

on

the idea rTC ierT^6vEartv,which is conceived as having gone before. This is
not impossible, but it would be just as easy to explain it as an example of the
case before us.
2 In Dem. 47,58, r7? ri07c r7oKV/fliov
afpoviavqKat evOetyevrlg. . . KarSd6vreS
avTrv oirto SB6Oecav. . . ai7vrv goes with both participle and verb, and hence

does not belong here.
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indeed, there is a close connection between the two clauses and
the gen. abs. can be looked upon as depending equally well on
both verbs; this is generally the case when the gen. abs. is in the
principal clause, generally not when in the subordinate. Such are
e. g. participialclauses: here the gen. abs. serves to bring out the
right dependency, as in Dem. 40,13, yiyavros 8e
rT

OvyadrpLOdv /LOL ET7rL

. ..

yEvofEv'ov

Er*EXTrq7Cevy.

pov . . . EKEVOS fEiv
Here
the sense

would be changed by reading yrlavrT: examples may be found in
So too clauses with aorec, as Ant.
Lys., Isocr., Dem., Lyc.
5,I7,

/1ov

EO;\OVTOs yap

ovTrO OVTOL &ie1Tpaavro

uoIa7

TOVrO
ir17

Eyy7eveaOaL

The same is true of oratio obliqua clauses as well.
iro)(o-at.
Strictly speaking the use of acc. and infinitive does not form a
clause in Greek, but is simply a case of inf. depending on verb.
In or. obl. we find e. g. Dem. 47,64, a7caLrovvros /LOV . . . OVK3e'
LOL

acrOoc(,aeLv,oUO. Here

by reading

is made. With ort, Dem. 50,47,
. . .Even

,/OL XaPLv covYva

the dative a change

in dependence

KEXEVoavTro
E pov . . . Xey

L
Ot
oVbXoLro

in cases where the gen. abs. depends

on

an ordinary dependent infinitive the sense would be changed by
changing
7rapovros.

the case, as Ant. I,o1, t3aaaviarTs
eK;XVOV
lyvecrOat
E/AOV
o
If two gens. abs. are connected by a conjunction and the

subject of one is also subject or object of a verb we need expect
no other case, e. g. in Lys. I8,2I,
(voFv q)iiv ravTrrq]VT 7vyVi/rlV EXOdrTW
KaL

T(OV 'LETEp6VW 7rpoyOvi)

TOLOVTo 7Eyevr?YfVQsOv kis8eCEOe

tyc)v:

or the

gen. abs. may be connected with a participle in another construction and so render change unnecessary and impossible without
completely

altering

the sentence,

A3ov\rs Kai TwVycrpawTLTw)v

e. g. Isocr. 4,148,

cTvpIfleivvwCv

. . . a7rtoOtv

&alaap-r Ive

a3vroit

T7rr

crvvT7rep.C/ev.

Again, after a gen. abs. two verbs may occur and the subject of the
gen. abs. be subject or object of one, as in Dem. 58,27, el r'
seoeLEovwvavrwv

.

.

ETELTrirlO') v,sEs

KaL 7raXv

ad7reore

aVrois

. . .

Here

change would be unnecessary. Other cases need not be considered.
The greatest freedom in this matter we observe in Delnosthenes
and Isocrates.
We now pass on to that use which Classen seems to regard as
the original one, viz. without a noun expressed.
The most
important part of the construction is after all, as we have seen,
the participle. The subject may be omitted if it can be made
evident from the context; with the participle this is impossible,
the action cannot be inferred, and if it is a real omission the gen.
can no longer be absolute, but belongs to one of the other
categories. Cases where one participle is used with several nouns,
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or where a participle expressed in one clause is understood in
another immediately following, as Lys. 25,31,IKcvo
.. . .
apxlas
o roLVTO 8 ioKparlas, are no exceptions.
In the few cases
ova-rS . .

where there really seems to be an omission it can be accounted
for.

The words ?Kcv and a"Kcoare used without <v, probably to

avoid the repetition of the syllable cv; we find numerous examples:
And.

I,9, acKVTrw Try ov 13ovXo/LEvO)v,2,10;

I5,307;

Lys.

8,5 12,63;

Isocr.

Dem. 18,40 24,53; Aesch. 2,84, and so in other writers.'

In cases where there is a real omission there ought to be something
that will suggest the participle, as in Soph. Oed. Col. 83,,s i,ov
ov,s 7reXas!,where the adverb suggests the participle, so in Oed.
The word (VyKX\7Tos was felt as
C. 1588, VTprlyrlT?)pos
=v5rlyov6?Vov.
the equivalent of a participle in the expression cvyKX
jrov EKKXJroYlas.
In Dem. I8,37.73 we have the words added vnro rrparr1ycv, this

plainly shows the feeling.
In almost all the cases we can satisfactorilyexplain the omission
of the participle; in the few that remain inexplicable, especially
Xen. An. 7,8.11, the participle is to be supplied. On the other
hand the subject of a gen. abs. can be and is quite often omitted.
This is done when the subject is general, as people, things, etc.,
just as we say X,yovuo, or when it is an action that is specifically
regarded as belonging to the omitted subject, as we say Ear7jTrve,

and secondly, and by far more frequently, when the subject has
been mentioned in what precedes and so is present to the mind.
Of the former we notice Ant. 5,44; And. 4,3:
Karryoplas

7yevoLEYvrJOvre adroXoyLas
o

OWelorLS &afla

orT
ev rToe rT KaLcajp

tC-a/Ue'Vov Kpv38lv roaoovrov

Xpdovv 8eo areprlOjval KTr, where we readily understand as subject

those who regularly did the voting, i. e. the people; Lys. 13,82;
Is. 10,9; Dem. 18,322 (i. e. with reference to the Mac. faction)
19,252 21,13 45.62; Aesch. 1,35 (in a law); Aristoph. Eq. 298:
SkeXrIvrov,Vesp. 774: vovros. Here belong the neuter impersonal
which will be treated later. The indefinite idea
uses, as dLprite'ov,
obVK v ex6vrov 7rpo6aatv oi6'
1In the case Thuc. 3,82.I: Kca vrfV eTippvny
7roizuovrrapaKa?eiv . . . Kriger

wants Bvrwv put in the text, and Classen says

it is a very unusual omission of the participle and that OVbcav ex6vrov is
subordinate to ov6' Eroiiuov. That the word 6vrJv is omitted is true, just as he
av EXovreCovSd'
EroiJot and omit 67reC, but I should explain
might have said OVK
this gen. as I would such a nom., not as absolute, but as the omission of a
participle which agrees with the principal subject, not itself a new absolute
v kx6vrov (ovd' &v EdXov)
to ovd'
clause. Why Classen would subordinate OVKic
EroiciLv(oVid ei Eroltzot 'aav) and not the reverse is not clear. The example in
Xen. An. 7,8. I is somewhat more difficult.
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exo'vrw,v,Dem. 24,12;

Soph. Antig. II79; Aesch. Ag. I393. If the omitted subject do
not fall under this head, it must have been mentioned or at least
implied in the preceding. This occurs far more frequently than
the former case. We find it Ant. 5,(45) (where we may regard
the gen. as depending on alp,a); And. 4,8.I7;
4,I7 5,

(6,26) 7,24 9,I4

6,(36).52

8,1.36

(264).(268)

10,21;

(15,87)

I8,288.(3o6).322
(24,80)
(25,2I)
43.10 44,41-49

I2,45.64
Isocr.

45,13.44

(4,97)

Dem.

(I6,40);

I9,II8.I5I.I
27,53 29,I4

I7,5.(7)

Lys. 1,38 2,(26).49
31,28;

I9,3I.46
9,29

4,2 9,5

(10,39)
I0,38

Is. (2,37)

I2,(84).I37.
12,23

15,12.17

2I,93 23,(67)89.93.94.I59
(32,15)
38,8.I6 42,8
(33,33)

52.(298)309
30I6

47,8.(34).47-51-56.7I'77

(49,2)

55,23.26.301

In the cases bracketed the word

(56,35) (59,7); Aesch. 2,(27).50.

either may be as well regarded as depending on a noun, or the
subject with another participle has occurred in the gen. abs., thus
making it hardly a case of omitted subject. Where the examples are
underlined, the subject itself not expressed in the gen. abs. occurs
in the sentence in another case. These have been treated above.
The same use is found in other writers of both prose and poetry.
Aristophanes has some 13 cases, though he has not very many
gen. abs. taken altogether. So the N. T. has a few examples:
Matth. 17,14 (acc. to Cod. Vat.) 26; Acts, 2I,I0.3I
25.17; Rom.
In this matter too Demosthenes leads, with Isocrates and
1.

9,

Lysias next, the others using it rarely or not at all, as in the case
of Dinarchus and Lycurgus.'
Post-Homeric is the use of the genitive absolute with ;g. In
Homer this particle is rarely used with any form of the participle,
e. g. - 21, Tr\XELaXov . . .

KVoEV

'

. . . .vUyo'vra, and

then not as it

is used later. Probably the construction arose with the full force
of Cs as a particle of comparison; so we see it in the example just
quoted.

Cs KXfTrr,ls,v aartXXrq
(Is. 4,28) then would have been felt

originally

as

ZsKXrer7Tr
t &v

arv rqxOq (or daraX8OeC)ovror arqixO.

This

was, however, gradually lost, and W;with a participle became the
l Sandys and Paley regard this as a case of neuter impersonal
participle.
2The difficult passage, Plato, Rep. 436 D: OVKc
av airodexoiieOa (S6 oV Kara
ravra Eavriv ra roltara r6re uev6vrov retcail (epotiEvov da7a' . . . said of the

movement of tops, etc., which are at the same time at rest and in motion,
Stallbaum explains so as to make ra rotavra adverbial, and the gen. therefore
abs. without subj. [Ast drops rai rotavra; but it may have slipped from its
place after a7rodexoiLueea.

Cf. below:

ovidev r

v ro

ro vvery6/uevov EKrr2et.

B. L. G.]
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expression for the view of the subject, be the view true or false.
It is of course not conditional (cf. Gildersleeve, Justin M. I 4,8),
for the negative is ov, and if we give a conditional rendering we
put in an element not present in the Greek. With are and oTo,
cause is emphasized, with ;Conot necessarily. In the orators the
former do not occur with the gen. abs., o quite often; with the
present participle it is found: Lys. 2,60 12,2.14 (I8,2I) 31,28;
Is. 3,3 (6,36); Isocr. 2,12 6,86 Io,3.60 12,215 15,12.323 17,26

18,43 20,2; Dem. 7,33.44 (av) 8,6I I1,49 12,23 I7,7.I2.(28)
I8,86.I74.I78 I9,I32.I56(al).I56.304 21,8.76.127 23,89.I77 25,44
27,20.62 28,17 32,7 33,30 35,I8 46,9 47,77 48,46 (49,56) 50,24
53,o1 55,20 59,97 61,22;' Aesch. 1,141 3,225; Din. 1,89.(95).
With the perfect participle: Lys. 10,28 I4,3I I8,2I (26,10);
Isocr. 12,89.264 15,12 I8,43; Dem. 4,I3 7,33 21,127 30,8 (38,8)

56,33.35 59,111; Lyc. in Leocr. ?45; Din. 2,7. With the aorist

And. 1,29; Is. 6,52 7,3 8,i 11,28; Isocr. 12,153.153
Dem. I8,I68(av).207
23,58(av) 38,16.16 45,40
I5,IOo(av).IIo;
47,5I(av). With the future participle: And. 1,62; Lys. I4,Io .0I;
Is. 7.15; Isocr. 6,ioo 15,100.149; Dem. 10,63 21,216 27,53, 30,28
32,7 61,22; Din. 2,22. Antiphon does not use the construction,
participle:

Lycurgus but once. Demosthenes uses it most frequently. We
see from the above lists that the present participle occurs thus
with as more frequently than all the others combined. This will
in general be found to hold good everywhere in Greek prose,
in some cases the disparity is greater; in Plato's Republic to a
fair number of presents there occur two futures and no aorists. In

the N. T. cs occurs in this way but five times: Acts, 27,30; I Pet.
4,12 pr.; 2 Pet. 1,3 pf.; I Cor. 4,18 pr. ('i)); 2 Cor. 5,20 pr. In
Aristoph. Av. 562 (pr.), 1513 pr.; Ran. I28 pr., (1II8 pr.); Plut.

369 pf.
Not infrequentlyit happens that an imperative is used in the

clause with sr and the gen. abs., e. g. Isocr. 15,149: os ouv oUr0s
avr&v 8sareOqcra-olvcv
KO7re, 323: feperw. Just in the same way a
verb of saying, as X;ye, may be used, as Arist. Aves, 1513: ,sb
aKovovror
XCye. Sometimes, Kiihner says, we meet such examples
or ,crwith a finite verb, and that it is used
wherewe should expect OrT
In so far as K. means by this that
etc.
so with eldeva, elrlirratoOaL,
6' uFfiv .ey6vrTov... K(ilatLOVTrov
1Sandys and Paley explain, Dem. I6,i6: ravra
V.OvrTwKPptIvat . . eogizov
tC
s
d6
avTt1XE'yofzEvov
.
KtivEV
.
.
ErolztYv
repi Tr)V
..U
OVTroas to be taken with ruitv 2Xey6vrov,thus it would be in the absolute case.
Schaefer and Voemel take it with Triv avrt;esyoluevov.
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when a writer begins with such a verb we should expect him to
express a certain idea, while in reality he expresses another, he is
right; that he does mean this he shows by adding that here too
s, is to be conceived as in every other case. When gs with
gen. abs. follows such verbs they are used absolutely without
object clause, e. g. Plato, Rep. 327 C:

s rolvvv/-r' dKovaodfivovoVrTo

not ' think that we will not hear,' but make up your
mind in the belief that, etc. The accusative with s',,Isocr. 5,114:
ae, is to be taken as object of the verb. In
Xiyw ' ovx as avvw'r-oTevov
Dem. 17,28 we have Cs with gen. abs. and no verb. Rehdantz says
of this, in the index to his edition of Dem. I-9: ' Wsbei dem Participium seltener nach Verbis des Sagens.' The words are:
it is
8aavoEWOce,

v7roFLevovYLev .

. TOXX&. ov yap 8q) EorTLye 1rES c(s'
l

r
rvj

adXX'Wovro...

ov..wv.

'AOvrotL daOdvYvCYvroo

If s be taken with the participle in

this sentence, the effect is the same as if any other verb had been
used, but Cs may be regarded as a conjunction introducing a
subordinate clause with a verb (vrro1evovE~v)understood.

With awrrep
the idea of comparison is still more prominent than
with os; it occurs less frequently than the latter in the orators and
generally elsewhere. With the present participle we meet it:.
Lys. (2,26) 24,14 25,3I 26,1 27,I ; Isocr. 4,178 7,1 12,90 15,89.;
Dem. 30,36 42,8.14 5I,I7
With the perfect participle:
57,65.
Isocr. 7,I 4,I78
Dem.
Lys. 12,64 25,23 26,1;
18,46;
Io,49
17,21 19,226 (xarrepavd)
3I,I2
35,26 36,17 42,2 5I,17 54,20
With the future: Lys. 26,I; Dem. 36,17,
57,65.
(cOcrepavY)

and with the aorist, Isocr. 4,I78. With this particle, then,
of the orators the gen. abs. is found only in Dem., Isocr. and
Lysias. It does not occur in Aristophanes or in the N. T. are
and ola do not occur in the orators with the genitive absolute, but
in some authors, especially Plato, they are met with often,enough,
e. g. Plato, Rep. 350 D, 411 D, 458 C, 586 D; Symp. 223;C;
Her. I,123.171.190;
Thuc. 7,85.3.
(24,2 the MSS read osw),
Like WaTrwEp,
we find only in Lys., Isocr. and Demosthenes

etc.
the

use of a'v with the participle in this construction. This too is
post-Homeric, and belongs to prose. It puts in the participial
construction relations that other languages must express by
subordinate clauses, thus losing much in conciseness and beauty.
It is not used much. It occurs in the orators only in the following:
Pres. partic., Dem. 7,44 (i)
18,96 19,156.156 23,189; aorist: Lys.
Dem. 9,1 i8,I68 23,58 (o9) 30,13 47,51.
12,78; Isocr. 15,100 (,));

All the examples except two are in Demosthenes, and most of
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In Dem. 40,Io,

Ka

rov rrarpos

7riLjYOvaL,the particle belongs to the infinitive, it

precedes the present participle as it would have preceded the
present indicative in the finite form.
By the side of this gen. abs. there is in Greek another absolute
case used quite differently, viz. the accusative absolute; it is a later
development which does not occur in Homer, and is essentially
a prose construction, taken up to some extent in poetry as in
tragedy and comedy in the trimeters, but not much, and is even
limited in its use in prose. Whatever may have been the origin
of its use, it is certain that its development was hastened by the
necessity of having a distinction between a neuter impersonal
participle and a masculine participle whose subject is omitted.
These would have coincided in the genitive; the use of the
accusative removes all difficulty. It is used in classic Attic prose
as follows: Ist, and regularly with neuter impersonal participle,
signifying possibility, necessity, obligation, etc., to which we might
apply the term potential; these ordinarily have a concessive force.
2d, we see this extended to other neuter impersonal participles,
but there is a feeling of doubt evinced by the use of the gen. side
by side with the ace.; lastly (3) we observe the attempt made to
set the acc. entirely on a level with the genitive. This experiment
failed, it was limited to a few writers, Thucydides, Xenophon and
Plato, from whom we must be ready to expect all manner of
Thus we find Thuc. (4,125) saying
syntactical peculiarities.
KvpCoOEv 8' oaiev for the regular genitive.
The neuter impersonal participles occurring in the orators are
in the order of frequency of occurrence: e'ov (used almost as
often as all the rest put together), aeov, 7rpO-jKOv(rvXo = adverb),
O,
7rap6v, ov, 7rpoTraXO, uEvv ErOv,

Xov,

raYeXov,

yevoyevov
eEo-of,Ivov,

(And.

a(t;vov,

od'av, /Leraod5av,

fjvov.

pv(which occurs quite often in Plato) is sometimes

EKyeVOYdEVOV,

EfcTav,)

I,8I),

a5copt-

e'yyevf'BEvoV, 7rpoeLpr7-

omitted, as

in Dem. 4,10, cos TrXe(V ov; Isocr. 6,86. Of neuter impersonal participles belonging to class 2 we find a number in the genitive in the
orators: Lys. 4,7, dSarXov ovros-Dem.
i7,28,
8LE1prl1evov-23,I69,
vTroF voi/iLov-23,143

24,80,

davvdrov

ovros-35,52,

yFypatL/Yvov-56,I8,

Aesch. I,2I.43.I39,
and in other writers; in Thuc. several times in the plural, as in

ovTros-50, I7, ELCayyEXO\VTWv-59, I 6;
Trpo8qrXov

In exactly similar instances we find
116,3 (cf. Dem. 50,I7).
,8.27,
as Thuc. 1,1252,
e Voy,ievov-- 4,
77.6
accusative,
5,30-I - 5,39.3 7,44.4, d8Yvarov or. Of the third class
EptluEvov=
1,7.2

the
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we find but few that must really be regarded as such, many of
those given, e. g. by Kiihner, II, p. 648, need not be considered
absolute;

so Her.

KaTaXatapi,3aE,

2,66:

ravra

6e yyepopcva
e raCra

avriTLOf- Leva

4,50:

7reyvOa

fpeyaXa rovS Alyv7rrTovs

avrtrqKO)oULs

are called

yLVEraL,

accusative absolute by him, but Abicht, who knows that there is
something similar in the 7th book that cannot be called an
accusative, says they are nominatives, and thus enriches the stock
of absolute cases by one. The case in book 7 is in chapter 157:
aX1s

'EXXas
Xelp pIEyadrXq vvdyerat,

7yvo/LEvr 7friara

1L;y yap

SO 4,50.

Why not make all these appositives? Abicht does this in 3,95:
Tro

xpPUiov

.

.

.
.
XOYLO6pEEvov

.

. TO

r
y7py/a EpioKEratL

d

. . . Why

not in the other cases ?
With the genitive we have seen that the feeling may be that of
an absolute case use even if the case can be otherwise explained,
because there was a gen. abs., but with other cases we have no
right to make such an assumption, indeed we have observed that
if it was thought necessary to produce such feeling the gen. was
used, though another case might have been expected according to
the ordinary rules of syntax. Consequently we can explain cases
like Isocr. 5,II4; Soph. Oed. Col. III9;

Aristoph. Ach. 1182, etc.,

which seem to be accus. absolute, in some other way, generally as
object of the verb. In the three authors mentioned, however,
there is an unmistakable effort to place such accusatives absolute
by the side of the genitive, an effort which never succeeded.
The acc. often occurs quite closely combined with the genitive
absolute, as in And. 4,20;
fiOYov TovrToV TrV

6,86

11,35

Lys. 7,43 18,5; Is. 3,46: a\XXos re Ka(
KatlEov, 6,3; Isocr. 4,94.1 82

&IK(V aKLVI8vtvvOvv o(vTO

15,89

56,18 58,17 59,27.

I8,60;

Dem.

3,27

I9,304

(27,60)

50,22

51,17

Both abs. case constructions and the ordinary

use of the participles are sometimes found connected, as' in Lys.
18,5; Isocr. 4,93 6,86; Dem. 59,27.

From what has been said it will be seen that there is in the
several orators a very great difference in the use of this construction, as well in frequency as in the manner of use. The early
orators, Antiphon and Andocides, use it in a simple, easy way;
no cases of fs or of av, or of relative or interrogative pronoun as
subject, etc. In the latter we find only one difficult use, viz. 4,20,
where arrewith participlein the genitive followsa genitive absolute,
but the speech is undoubtedly not genuine. In Lycurgus we find
the same condition of things, and with but few exceptions in
Lysias and Isaeus also. What a contrast the others, Isocrates,
Demosthenes, Aeschines and Dinarchus, make to these! Above
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all we notice in them the tendency to put together many genitives
absolute. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in his treatise on Isaeus,
in speaking of a certain passage in fr. XII of our collection, after
criticising its opening takes up the words:
Kqw-'o86Tov (apXOV'OVS
7r7 vavuLaxiq,

oVo'rrs

KaL XOyov

LOL

a7rayyEXET ros

7rapaKaraO[jKrqv

yT
TrpLqpapXoIvrosyap pov
(s

pa

s itv

TfreXE\VT]KtK

7rap' EVpfiaBOl Tortvr

KTr.

l
EV

This he

does not think at all simple, and shows how he would change it to
make

it less

artificial,

viz.:

OTE yap

Kal

eTrptrpappxov

a7rlryyeXrl rols

i. e. he changes
EvOBe
rS a'a
the gen. abs. This is interesting, inasmuch as it shows that Dion.
felt that it was more natural to write out the subordinate clause,
but he can hardly mean that these are artificial or unnatural,for
such examples can be gotten from the easiest authors, and even
from Lysias with whom he is contrasting Isaeus. It would seem
then that he has reference principally to the putting together of
several genitives absolute in one sentence. In the works that we
possess Lysias is as guilty of this proceeding as Isaeus, who only
ov 7r. EvfaOqs
r. e. ev r. v. CX^WcoY

oVroorl KTE,

has 4,I2' 7,433, while Lysias has 2,293.383.5I 3,I85 I6,15'.I6'

(the

cases where only two are used have not been considered). In
this respect, then, we can see but little difference between the two,
indeed, ordinarilyIsaeus is quite easy.1 Antiphon has no example of
this heaping up of manygen. abs.; Andoc. I,5 3.I38' 4,33; Lycurgus,
5,45' 6,31' 7,68' 8,97' 9,I73 I0,4I3
4,7I4.931.78
Dem. 3,83.273 I8,45.I7o0 3 I9,I53.503
I5,I00' I6,I6.I8';
24,96.263 33,33 36,234 37,2' 40,6' 44,293.6I' 45,33.43
2I,I34 23,I04'
52,7' 55,203.23' 58,261 59,3S.693;
47,423.5I3 49,I33 50,I73.20o.22'.67s
none;

Isocr.

i4,I3'.4[3

Dinarchus,

I,I'.4'.I0o.20

(very involved).25';

io8' 2,I33.268.794.863.I383.I408.I763

Aeschines,

3,II7'.I26'.I293.I483.

i,854.

Comnpare

this with the other orators and the difference must at once be
noticed. Cases like Aesch. 2,26 and 140 are probably unequalled
by anything in Greek. In the historians it is rare indeed, even
three together are something unusual, as e. g. Thuc. 1,9.2 7,27.4
we must look long for four, and some of the examples of the
orators are altogether itnpossible. The same is true of the N. T.,
where one easy case occurs, Luke, 3,I, and it is never found in
poetry.
An ornament of style sometimes made use of when two gen. abs.
occur together is the chiastic arrangement. Sometimes, no doubt,
1Not in one sentence but closely following one another we find a number of
gen. abs. in Is. 5,I6 sqq. 7,17 sqq. 44 8,25 8,38, in other orators we find such
cases in Aesch. 2,76.122; Dem. 19,263 21,215 30,36 40,6 47,I0.64 48,26 49,62
59,3.97; Isocr. 4,43.7I 6,31.44.
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this was naturally done, but in a large number of cases it is more
probable that it was intentional. Examples are met with in
all the orators, except Lycurgus, but in no one with great
Ant. 4,8.3, ,ipavros

frequency; examplesare:
a7ravrTov

16,16,

Karr7yopoVVTOwv-Lys.

'

AyTfrLXtXov

.

efL;aXoT6ros

Xcoplov

. G. rflLcTraEvw

e8 rTOVrovKaLrvl)t aXXco

L rXvp&v

rov

KarE&X\rj,t.Lvcov

dpXo'voov

. .. .

oovt;vwvo

And.

2,11 3,20; Is. 1,4.12 5,7 6,12.29 8,27 11,23; Isocr.
6,3I.(I II) 768 9,I4.56 I0,(2o).40.4I
3,33 4,42.(78)
12,13 14,21.(27)
Dem. (1,18) 3,8 (7,33) 8,36
I5,129 16,7.18.46 i8,6.(11)
19,22.39;
23,172 33,3.I92 38,(6).7 4I,I4 44,37
21,5.13.I27.163
19,(50).I52
Aesch. (,i80)
50,4-55;
2,13.21.42.
45,12 47,34.45
I22.I38.163
Din. 1,4.(20).
Ant., Lys. and Din. use
3,34.II7.(I25.I262).161;

ardvTwv;

this but rarely.
Of the two ways of expressing the same general idea, gen.
abs. and subordinate clause, the former as the briefer gradually
appropriated certain recurring phrases, and under ordinary
circumstances such expressions then adhered to it. This is true
of all periods of the language. We find a number of them in the
orators,

e. g. Xftip,vos -VTOS,VVKTOSr,y/iepar

yevo/Lvr1,

etc.

It will be of

interest to consider the more prominent cases. Ordinarily when
a Greek wished to say that a certain act took place while some one
was living, he used the gen. abs. in expressing the latter clause,
etc. This we find everywhere from Homer on: Hom. A 48,
n,VTOS,
7r 438;

in the orators,

Ant.

2y6; Lys. 9.14; Dem.
18,72 40,13
42,27 44,55 55,3-I5;
2,27.37
6,11.26.36
8,8.44 11,12; Aesch.
Arist. Pax, I09; Eccl. 635.
Sometimes
we find the
1,14 3,219;
clause eW, i'7 or OTe E , as in Lys. 17,3.
the
word
'to die,'
Again

Is.

in subordinate temporal clauses is largely expressed by the gen.
abs. The word used varies, ordinarily it is reXEvTur1ravros, also
a7ro0avovTros
(always, as one might expect, in Antiphon), -reOvEorov
and rEOv7Klorov. Examples
are: Ant. 1,5 2,.II
4,.IO
5,60; And.
3,20 4,13; Lys. 1,14 2,74 14,27 21,8 32,7.15; Is. 1,4.12.I5 2,3
Aesch. i,Ioo 2,26 3,77.225.
3,2.Io
7,19 8,1 I0,4 6,9;
6,29.30.34.35

The same is true of Dem. and Isocr. and of the historians. The
subordinate clause is not so much used unless it is necessary to
bring out the proper relation clearly. Other expressions are:
rovrv
or
O7s
eXoXvrOWv
(causal and concessive, if conditional it is
generally written out, as P1. Prot. 325 B; Dem. 4,29 16,15; Isocr.
15,218,
7,28

etc., sometimes

(I9,11

vrappX6vov

also if causal);
);

315 I9,280 21,3 23,112
Aesch. 3,5.I49;
57,3;

Isocr.

12,205

it occurs, And.
; Dem.

I5,62.18

25,6 41,4 43,27 44,17.61
but

Dem.

14,37,

neTi;

(55,8

2,13;
5.3

Lys.
I8,250.

TrrapX6vrov)

rovr' ovX OVTcO EX(I.
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Lys.

(aLX^';vroS),

1,15

(3,19,1 r9

v

rapE\XXv0orwv);

Is. 2,I0 I1,9 pl.; Isocr. 10,41 15,169 (;yy.) pl.; Dem. 5,5 (QLEXO.)
(&LEO.) 27,63 36,26
47,30 (Eyyev.)
23,I53
(rapcX,lX.) 45,4 (ytyVo0.)
32 ('yy') 53,4 (rpo3aLv.) 55,26 59,3 (7rpoEX.);Aesch. 3,221 (;yy.) pl.; so
Her. I,8.28.73.190, etc.; Thuc. 1,82.2 113,1 126,8, like this: rpoio''vro
rov Xpd'vov: Lys. I,I;
IS. 2,9; Dem. 39,14; Aesch. 1,63 3,58; (Thuc.
1,24.3 7rpoEXO.);P1. Phaedr. 255 A; (Ar. Nub. 1289 ViroppfovroS).
7rpio'vdTro

50,31
find

rov

59,20;

Ant. 5,Io;

Xo'yov:

Aesch.

erwKor'T7v-bdLoovT0V

OVK E;VTrv

1,2.42.82
rOv

T. y., tj;,aepasyevofL;(vrs

(2,5

Isocr. 17,19;

Dem.

33,3 44,5

c7roXoy/la).

Similarly

we often

Vo'uovw (86vrwv
XtifjcovoS

r. V., Is.
orros

7,2),

(no less

KEXEVO'VrCor. p.,

than five times

in Aristophanes in five different plays in spite of the fact that Ar.
does not use the construction, relatively speaking, very much),
ovTqrrS, yEvofl?evrs,
ovarsr, all occurring
quite often.
rioyKparlas
In psephisms we have the fixed expressions
f,vX\s 7rpv7avEvo{vrsr,
in speaking of a law, forms like MevlZWrrov
and &tVyKXrTOV EKKXijqULaS;
elrovros, or -ypda'avros or KeXeVovros, as'And. 2,23; Isocr. 18,2; Dem.
Aesch.
23,172 38,23;
3,I08;
Lyc. in Leocr. 113; Din. 1,39.
Like ~iv and reXevrav, nrapelvat and 0EXElv are very often put in the
clause, as in 4yov 7raporosg,
gen. abs. instead of using a subordinate
this is the usual form for Ao0 irapfv E?y&. In Homer too, in spite of
elp/fvr

the fact that there are so few gen. abs. altogether, we find repetias Cjuova0rorlv-ravTros, I 426, T 62;
4 294;
7reptErXXoiuV,ov ET?OS, X 295,
X
r 195,
OlKOv
Kara
lroXXcov
eV'avTroV,
EOVTrWV,
7I7,
248;
7rEpL7r\OkLeVV
In the N. T.
r 307 are at least similar.)
o 272.
(K 470, and 4 163 =
we often find ert XaXovvros avTro, oi'ta, yevoLeorJE. All these cases are
tions

in a number

of instances,
B 551;

7rTpLreXXo0,Eo Vev tavrwV,

examples of the tendency in language to fix its expressions, and
in any full treatment of the subject cannot be overlooked.
Reference has been made on several occasions to the popular
use of this construction. In seeking to determine this we must
bear in mind that anything which approaches complexity is
avoided by the people; as long, therefore, as the gen. abs. remained
a brief expression, giving the equivalent of a temporal subordinate
clause, but expressed as part of the principal clause, it appealed to
the popular sense, and in this way was no doubt used at all periods
of the language. The later improvements, however, which made
it gradually so complex, were never adopted by them, nor indeed
is it likely that they used it in the simple cases very often. We
have reason to believe that in most cases they resolved the expression into a subordinate clause. This opinion finds confirmation
in those works which show us the language of conversation:
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Aristophanes, Plato, especially his introductions, Lucian, etc. In
none of these do we find many, and all are such as are spoken of
above. Putting together many would be impossible for ordinary
conversation, and if resorted to would have the effect of an
imitation of the extravagances resorted to by the orators. How
is it now that we find so many in some of the private orations,
while the great public speeches show less? This is due in a
measure to the requirements of narrative (see p. 320), narrative
forming a large part of most of such speeches, but this does
not explain all. There can be no doubt that when a private
citizen had to appear before court, the rhetor who wrote the
speech for him often tried to make him appear at his best, and so
made him use expressions that, while not impossible, would not
have been readily employed in ordinaryconversation. This is but
natural, and one of the easy ways of making a man appear somewhat unusual is to make him use many gen. abs.; this is especially
true when a bad speech-writerwrote such a speech. It is certainly
a noteworthy fact that, except 55, all those private orations (not
less than seven) which show percentages over 2.00 are spurious.
In the case of 55 we must recognize a desire of imitating a higher
style carried too far; compare with it the speech praised even by
the ancients as a model private speech, the 54th, and observe the
great difference. Relatively there are but one-fourth as many in
the latter, there are no cases of heaping together many: in 55
several; in 54 no cases of participle without a noun, in 55 several;
so there are several cases of'l with the participle in the latter, but
none in the former. From all these facts we can but draw the
conclusion already arrived at. Notice too how Dionys. Hal.
changes the three genitives abs. in Is, fr. XII, saying that they are
not natural.
In the great public speeches an inordinateuse of the construction
was avoided, unless the writer had a special object in view in using
many, as making a climax, etc. In Lysias and Isocratesthe greater
number in the private speeches is largely to be explained by the
fact that there is more occasion for its ordinary use. The fact that
Aristophanes uses it but little may be due to some extent to the fact
that his works are not prose, but had it been frequently used by
the people we should certainly have had more. Present participles
abound; of all those in Aristophanes but six are aorists (one is
doubtful) and six perfects, the rest, some 76, are presents. In
narrationmany aorists occur, but even there the present very often
predominates. With the people its use, no doubt, consisted to a
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considerable extent of such standingexpressions as were mentioned
above, together with easy temporal expressions, as yEXcovro 86'avT7v,
etc. Uses like av etc., were not admitted, nor do they occur in the
private orations. We find a, in Dem. 47, but the speech is
spurious. This same simplicity we find later in the N. T.
As in the orators, so we find the use of this construction an
important factor in the style of a writer in any sphere of literary
activity. We have seen that the historians generally show fair
percentages, while the philosophers have less, yet the simple, grand
funeral oration of Pericles in Thuc. lib. II, though as long as some
of the orations of the orators, has no example of this use. [Dem.]
Epitaphios (60) has a small number, [Plato's] Menexenus many
more, and [Lysias'] Epitaphios a very large number indeed. One
cannot but feel the difference between Thucydides and pseudoLysias in this respect; while the former in his condensed pithy
sentences avoids all necessity for its use, the other by introducing
narrative finds abundant opportunity for it; but enough has been
said of this.
Before closing this paper let us make a brief comparison between
the Greek gen. abs. and the Latin ablative abs. In principle the
same, they are widely different in use: hand in hand with the loss
of the participle in Latin goes the lack of the varied and delicate
use of this participial construction. Whatever may have been the
origin of the Latin abl. abs., it started life with the same chances
of development in certain directions that the Greek had, but with
few changes it remained what it was throughout. What could the
Roman do with the Greek abs. case in translating ? And every one
knows how largely their literature and language were influenced
by translations. The utter absence of all participles for past time
in the active and present time in the passive made it an absolute
necessity (except where they had deponent verbs), unless the
construction were changed, to change the voice and so change
In Latin the temporal use is parathe nature of the thought.
mount to the others, Wc, Crirep, and a" are finesses of language for
which the Latin had no equivalent, and if it be urged that ,Iv, for
instance, is found but rarely in Greek with the participle of a gen.
abs., it is certainly a possibility which the great writers took care
to make use of. In Greek, cases of the participle of the verb elval
make up about Io per cent. of the occurrences, and with the
compounds, as well as forms of yiyveoOat, the sum reaches about
In the absence of a participle to sum, the Latin
20 per cent.
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makes use of a number of abls. abs. in which the predication
mus< be assumed, as in 'me iudice.' It is sometimes difficult
to tell whether we have an abl. abs. or an abl. of manner, as
in 'his testibus,' and distinctions of present and aorist as in
are lacking. Very common in Latin historical
ovrTOand yevotJLevov
works are such short expressions as 'signo dato,' 'hostibus
victis,' 'litteris missis,' 'tactis sacris,' 'stipendio imposito,' 'conserto proelio,' etc.; in Greek but few, the expression is made
fuller and less jerky by the use of the article, a particle
like a', yap, etc., or by some other word. Passive participles,
which make up so large a percentage of the Latin use, do not
occur frequently in Greek (see p. 323). Where the Latin uses such
a passive the Greek would generally have used an active participle,
making the subject of the abl. abs. object of the participle. On
the other hand, most of the Greek gens. abs. would be resolved in
Latin into subordinate clauses. If we examine the examples of
the abl. abs. that occur frequently, we will find a very differentset
from that which was given above:

OV
Tro0rT ors

EXOVTovbecomes

'quae cum ita sint,' while 'his rebus gestis' is not often given by
as Is. 2,28; Dem. 37,6 39,3; generally an active
or a form of yyYvea-Oa is employed;
wvr-osroV 7rarpos is ren-

TroTcOV 7rpaXOevJcov,

participle

dered not by 'patre vivente,' but 'patre vivo,' and more frequently
resolved into a clause with 'dum'; the same is true of most of the
other expressions. Like the Greek, the Latin at times used the
abl. abs. where the same word was subject or object of the sentence,
but careful writers avoided this use; authors like Plautus, who
wrote naturally, have it, Cicero rarely; in Greek, if its use could
add to the liveliness of the representationit was used by all kinds
of prose writers, by Demosthenes as well as by Herodotus.
We have then, in this construction, another of the many
evidences of what this gifted nation could make out of the linguistic
material it possessed. With every chance for leaving it simple,
unadorned, without anything to distinguish it from the similar uses
of other languages, the Greeks developed it, making use of all
that lay in their power, until it became a very important element
in the build of a Greek sentence, a variant for a large number of
subordinate sentences, simple or complex, possessed of the means
of varying its significationin many ways by the particlesmentioned,
and unequalled by the absolute constructionof any language of
the Indo-European family.
EDWARD H. SPIEKER.

